Abstract. Video denoising is highly desirable in many real world applications. It can enhance the perceived quality of video signals, and can also help improve the performance of subsequent processes such as compression, segmentation, and object recognition. In this paper, we propose a method to enhance existing video denoising algorithms by denoising a video signal from multiple views (front-, top-, and side-views). A fusion scheme is then proposed to optimally combine the denoised videos from multiple views into one. We show that such a conceptually simple and easy-to-use strategy, which we call multiple view fusion (MVF), leads to a computationally efficient algorithm that can significantly improve video denoising results upon state-of-the-art algorithms. The effect is especially strong at high noise levels, where the gain over the best video denoising results reported in the literature, can be as high as 2-3 dB in PSNR. Significant visual quality enhancement is also observed and evidenced by improvement in terms of SSIM evaluations.
Introduction
Digital video or image sequence has become ubiquitous in our everyday lives. It is critically important to maintain the quality of video at an acceptable level in various application environments such as network visual communications. However, video signals are subject to noise contaminations during acquisition and transmission. Effective video denoising algorithms that can remove or reduce the noise is often desired. They not only supply video signals that have better perceptual quality, but also help improve the performance of the subsequent processes such as compression, segmentation, resizing, de-interlacing, and object detection, recognition, and tracking [1] .
Existing video denoising algorithms may be roughly classified into three categories. In the first category, the video signal is denoised on a frame-by-frame basis, where all that is needed is a 2D still image denoising algorithm applied to each frame of the video sequence independently. Well-known and state-of-the-art still image denoising algorithms include the Matlab Wiener2D function, Bayes least square estimation based on Gaussian scale mixture model (BLS-GSM) [2] , nonlocal means denoising (NLM) [3] , K-SVD method [4] , Stein's unbiased risk estimator-linear expansion of threshold algorithm(SURE-LET) [5] , and block matching and 3D transform shrinkage method (BM3D) [6] . For the purpose of video denoising, the major advantage of these approaches is memory efficiency, as no storage of previous frames are necessary in order to denoise the current frame. However, since the correlation between neighboring frames is completely ignored, the denoising process does not make use of all available information and thus cannot achieve the best denoising performance.
In natural video signals, there exists strong correlation between adjacent frames. The second category of video denoising approaches exploited such correlation by incorporating both intra-and inter-frame information. It was found that motion estimation and compensation could further enhance inter-frame correlation [7] [8] [9] . In [7] , a motion estimation algorithm was employed for recursive temporal denoising along estimated motion trajectory. Motion compensation processes had also been incorporated into BLS-GSM and SURE-LET methods, leading to the ST-GSM [8] and video SURE-LET algorithms [9] . In [10] , it was claimed that finding single motion trajectory may not be the best choice for video denoising. Instead, multiple similar patches in neighboring frames are found that may not reside along a single trajectory. This is followed by transform and shrinkage based denoising procedures. Perhaps one of the most successful video denoising methods in recent years is the extension of BM3D method for video, namely VBM3D [11] , which searches similar patches in both intra-and inter-frames and uses 3D bilateral filtering for noise removal after aggregating the similar patches together.
The third category of denoising algorithms treat video sequences as 3D volumes. The algorithms can operate in the space-time domain by adaptive weighted local averaging [12] , 3D order-statistic filtering [13] , 3D Kalman filtering [14] , or 3D Markov model based filtering [15] . They may also be applied in 3D transform domain, where soft/hard thresholding or Bayesian estimation are employed to eliminate noise, followed by an inverse 3D transform that brings the signal back to the space-time domain. The method in [16] is one such example, where 3D dual-tree complex wavelet transform was employed that demonstrates some interesting and desired properties. Recently, several authors investigated 3D-patch based methods and achieved highly competitive denoising performance [17, 18] .
Ideally, to make the best use of all available information, the best video denoising algorithms would need to operate in 3D (Category 3). However, when there exists significant motion in the video, direct space-time 3D filtering or 3D transform based approaches are difficult to effectively cover all motion-related video content within local region. Meanwhile, 3D-patch based methods are expensive in finding similar 3D-patches in the 3D volume. By contrast, 2D denoising algorithms that use intra-and/or inter-frame information (Categories 1 and 2) can be made much more efficient, but their performance is restricted by not fully making use of the neighboring pixels in all three dimensions simultaneously. In this paper, we propose a simple strategy, called multiple view fusion (MVF) , that provides a useful compromise between 2D (Categories 1 and 2) and 3D (Category 3) approaches. In particular, we denoise the same video volume data with 2D approaches but from three different views, i.e., front view, top view, and side view. An optimal fusion scheme is then employed to combine the three denoised versions of the video. By doing so, the advantage of 2D denoising methods is utilized. Meanwhile, each pixel is denoised by its neighboring pixels from all three dimensions. We show that this simple strategy leads to significant gain of video denoising performance over different base denoising algorithms, especially at high noise levels.
Proposed Method
A video signal can be expressed as a 3D function f (u, v, t), where u and v are the horizontal and vertical spatial indices and t is the time index, respectively. A video is typically played along the time axis. At any time instance t = t 0 , the video is displayed as a 2D front-view image g (t0)
F V (u, v) = f (u, v, t 0 ) and the image changes over time t. If we think of a video signal as 3D volume data, then it can also be viewed from the side or the top. This gives two other ways to play the same video − a sequence of 2D top-view images g
for different values of u 0 and a sequence of 2D side-view images g
An example is given in Fig. 1 , where the rarely observed side-and top-view images demonstrate some interesting regularized spatiotemporal structures.
Let x be an original noise-free video signal, which is contaminated by additive noise n, resulting in a noisy signal
A video denoising operator D takes the noisy observation y and maps it to an estimator of x:
such that the difference between x andx is as small as possible. How to quantify the difference between x andx is another subject of study. The most typically used ones are the mean squared error (MSE) and equivalently the peak-signalto-noise ratio (PSNR). However, recent studies showed that the structural similarity index (SSIM) [19] may be a better measure in predicting perceived image distortion.
The proposed MVF method relies on a base video denoising algorithm (which could be as simple as frame-by-frame Winer2D, or as complicated as VBM3D [11] ). The base denoiser is applied to the same noisy signal y multiple times but from different views, which gives multiple versions of denoised signal
In this paper N = 3, as we have three different views, but in principle the general approach also applies to the cases of less or more views, or multiple denoising
T be a vector that contains all denoised results, then the final denoised signalx is given by applying a fusion operator F to z:
In the case that the base denoisers are predetermined, all the remaining task is to define the fusion rule F , which would be desired to achieve certain optimality. Here we employ a weighted average fusion method given bŷ
where µ x = E(x) (we use E to denote the expectation operator), µ z is a column vector of expected values [E(z 1 ), E(z 2 ), ..., E(z N )] T , and w is a column vector [w 1 , w 2 , ...w N ]
T that defines the weight assigned to each denoised signal. To find the optimal weights w in the least-square sense, we define the following error energy function
where 1 is a length-N column vector with all entries equaling 1. The second term is to regularize the weighting vector towards all equal weights, and the parameter λ is used to control the strength of regularization. Taking the derivative of E with respect to w and setting it zero, we obtain
where I denotes the N × N identity matrix, C z is the covariance matrix
and b is a column vector given by
We can then solve for optimal w, which gives
Here the λI term plays an important role in stabilizing the solution, especially when C z is close to singular. The computation of b requires the original signal x, which is not available. But by assuming n to be zero-mean and independent of z, we have
When applying the above approach to real signals, the expectation operators would need to be replaced by sample means. In our implementation, we apply the weight calculation to individual non-overlapping 8 × 8 × 8 blocks, resulting in block-wise space-time adaptive weights in the 3D volume. Eq. (5) is then applied to each block to obtain the final denoised signal.
Experimental Result
We use publicly available video sequences to test the proposed algorithm, which include "Akiyo", "Carphone", "Forman", "Miss America", "News", and "Salesman". The size of all sequences is 144 × 176 × 144. Independent white Gaussian noise was added to the original video sequences, where the noise standard deviation, σ, covers a wide range between 10 and 100. All sequences are in YCrCb 4:2:0 format, but only the denoising results of the luma channel was reported here to validate the algorithm. Two objective criteria, namely PSNR and SSIM [19] , were employed to evaluate the quality of denoised video quantitatively. PSNR is the most widely used method in the literature, but SSIM has been recognized as a much better measure to predict subjective quality measurement.
Many state-of-the-art denoising algorithms are publicly available that facilitate direct comparisons. Due to space limit, here we report our comparison results for 5 noise levels (σ equals 10, 15, 20, 50, and 100, respectively) using three base denoising methods with and without using our MVF approach. The base algorithms are Matlab Wiener2D, BLS-GSM [2] and VBM3D [11] . We have also applied our MVF approach to a list of other highly competitive algorithms, including NLM [10] , K-SVD [4] , and SURE-LET [9] . Similar results were obtained but are not reported here. Table 1 shows the comparison results using PSNR and SSIM measures, which were computed frame-by-frame and then averaged over all frames. It can be seen that the proposed MVF approach consistently leads to performance gain over all base denoising algorithms, for all test video sequences, and at all noise levels. The gain is especially significant at high noise levels, where the improvement can be as high as 2-3 dB in terms of PSNR over state-of-the-art algorithms such as VBM3D, which is among the best algorithms ever reported in the literature. To demonstrate the performance improvement for individual video frames, Fig. 2 depicts PSNR and SSIM comparisons as functions of frame number for "Foreman" sequence. Again, consistent improvement is observed for almost all frames, indicating the robustness of the proposed MVF approach. Figure 3 provides visual comparisons of the denosing results of one frame extracted from the "Salesman" sequence. For each denoised frame, the SSIM quality map is also given, where brighter pixels indicate higher SSIM values and thus better quality. Visual quality improvement by the proposed MVF approach can be perceived in various locations in the denoised frames, for example, the bookshelf region. Such improvement is also clearly indicated by the SSIM maps.
Conclusion
We propose an MVF approach that can improve video denoising performance of existing algorithms by fusing the denoising results from multiple views. Our experimental results demonstrate consistent improvement over some of the best video denoising algorithms in the literature. The proposed method is conceptually simple, easy-to-use, and computationally efficient. The complexity of the whole algorithm mainly depends on that of the base denoising method, but not the MVF procedure. In principle, the MVF strategy could be applied to any existing video denoising algorithm, but our major intension here is to apply it to 2D approaches (Categories 1 and 2 described in Section 1). The reason is that the denoising results obtained by applying 2D approaches from different views tend to be complementary to each other. By contrast, 3D approaches (Category 3) such as those using 3D patches have already considered the dependencies between neighboring pixels from all directions, and thus applying them from different views may lead to similar results that would not complement each other to a significant extent.
The video denoising performance may be further improved by adopting better base denoising algorithms or by improving the fusion method. One could also attempt to fuse the denoising results not only from multiple views but also by multiple algorithms. It is also interesting to look into novel algorithms for denoising from side-and top-views, where we have observed special regularities (that are quite different from what has been observed from front-view) that are worth deeper investigations. Corresponding noisy frame with σ = 50; (c1) to (e1): Wiener2D, BLS-GSM, and VBM3D denoised frames; (c2) to (e2): Wiener2D, BLS-GSM, and VBM3D denoised frames with optimal MVF; (c3) to (e3): SSIM quality maps for (c1) to (e1); (c4) to (e4): SSIM quality maps for (c2) to (e2).
